
Mojo Tiles specialise in providing the timely installation of  high 
quality ceramic wall and floor tiles, as well as terrazzo and stone 
cladding. 

In early April 2020 Mojo Tiles started onsite work at Aire Apartments 
with a team of  10 tilers, installing wall and floor tiles across all 
92-apartments as well as throughout the entrance, lobby and the 
common areas. “In the apartments we tiled the walls and floors of  the 
bathrooms, laundries and kitchens and we laid nonslip tiles on each of  
the balconies,” explained Owner/Director, Kevin Jin. 

The bathroom walls used a larger high quality white Calcutta tile with 
black bands measuring 600mm x 1200mm, which created a dramatic 
effect in the space. 

“We installed up to 10,000m² of  tiling at Aire, finishing the job by 
the end of  January 2022. This was our first job with Modco and we 
found them very good to work with, the whole thing went really 
well,” said Kevin.

Established in 2016, Mojo Tiles have built a reputation for a quick 
and quality service, fitting ceramic tiles and a variety of  wall and 
floor cladding, across metropolitan Sydney and New South Wales.  
Mojo Tiles are capable of  working on a range of  different projects and 
focus on residential work including apartment developments, duplexes 
and townhouses as well as fulfilling commercial contracts.

“Last year we completed a few large scale jobs and many smaller 
ones,” said Kevin. “We finished the installation of  over 3,000m² of  
tiles to the bathrooms, kitchens, laundries and balconies, as well as 
some sandstone wall cladding, at a 40-unit development in Lane Cove. 
Mojo Tiles also completed a job at a 40-unit residential apartment 
block in Westmead where we installed over 7,000m² of  timber-look 
tiles to all the living areas.”

For more information contact Mojo Tiles, 4 Allan Street, Belmore, 
NSW 2192, phone 0451 068 129, email admin@mojotiles.com.au
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INNOVATIVE RAPID-ROLLER DOORS
EBS is Australia’s leading manufacturer of  thermally insulated 
rapid-roller doors. From their head office and manufacturing 
facility in Melbourne they supply innovative, energy efficient and cost 
effective products across Australia and New Zealand through a wide 
network of  representatives. 

Founded in 2007, EBS was the first company to introduce an 
insulated, thermally efficient rapid-roller door to the Australian 
market. That door, THERMOspeed™, remains their bestselling door 
but is now complemented by a range of  other products including 
insulated roller shutters and, sectional overhead doors, PVC doors 
and curtains and garage doors.

The company has recently expanded to loading dock levellers and 
accessories, enabling them to provide an end-to-end, turnkey solution 
to reduce operational costs associated with loading, unloading and 
storage. 

EBS products are often used in the food and beverage cold storage 
industry but also serve other industries such as pharmaceuticals, 
transport and logistics and food processing.

Precision engineering is a focus of  EBS stemming from the fact 
that the company’s two Australian directors lived in Germany for a 
long time and the technical director is German. EBS doors combine 
German design and Australian manufacturing, coupled with German-
made electronics and motors. 

The fact that EBS doors are made in Melbourne was a major advantage 
during COVID-19 as the company did not face the international 
shipping and supply chain challenges of  some competitors and 
maintained on-time delivery to customers during the pandemic. 

Through their nationwide representative network EBS provided 
continuous support and maintenance during Australia’s lockdowns 
while always following safety protocols to ensure the safety of  their 
own people and their customers’ teams. 

EBS is a established and trusted supplier with the ability to deliver 
cost-effective performance and reliability on the largest projects. For 
example, recently EBS supplied and installed 170 doors to Australia’s 
largest distribution centre, a 100,000m2 facility in Mickleham, Victoria, 
for German supermarket giant Kaufland. 

EBS have a long track record of  successful delivery on distribution 
centre projects. The Metcash Huntingwood Distribution Centre utilises 
numerous EBS THERMOspeed™ EVO 2 insulated rapid-roll doors and 
ISOtherm sectional doors to maintain temperatures and preserve the 
quality of  stock while providing easy access and automatic operation.

“I have often commented on how simple and efficient EBS products 
are to maintain in contrast to other brands,” said John Tanti, 
Metcash Maintenance and Facilities Manager. “Less moving parts 
equates to cheaper operational costs, straightforward maintenance 
schedules and a great service team from EBS whether for servicing 
or emergency repairs.”

“I certainly do not hesitate to recommend EBS for any warehousing 
or egress installations,” John said. “Quite simply a fantastic, smartly 
engineered product at a very reasonable price.”

“In terms of  energy efficiency, reliability and cost effectiveness, EBS 
THERMOspeed™ has proven to be one of  the best thermally efficient 
high-speed doors on the market,” said Gabor Hilton, Engineering 
Manager for Oxford Cold Storage. 

The increasing global focus on energy efficiency means EBS products 
are being used to deliver value in more and more applications.  
An example of  this is the Reservoir Aquatic Centre where EBS 
installed five Isotherm Sectional Overhead Doors as part of  a recent 
energy efficiency upgrade.

“This was a complex project involving retrofitting an old building 
in close proximity to the pool water,” wrote Indy Lingam and Gary 
McAllister from Darebin City Council. “We are also very impressed 
with the doors, featuring a high level of  insulation, fantastic draught 
seals and double glazing.”

EBS are an innovative and reliable business partner wherever energy 
efficient, cost effective entrance solutions are required. On all their 
projects they go the extra mile to exceed expectations and deliver the 
best solutions to enhance their clients’ facilities, and help improve 
operations.

For more information contact EBS Entrance Solutions, 4/83 Boundary 
Road, Carrum Downs VIC 3201, phone 1800 877 888, email  
service@ebssolutions.com.au, website www.ebssolutions.com.au

ROLLER DOORS | EBS ENTRANCE SOLUTIONS

Mainfreight Epping

PICAC Narre Warren Kaufland
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YO U R  O N E - S T O P S H O P 
ELECTRICAL •  PLUMBING •  TECHNOLOGY •  SPECIALISED SERVICES

For over three decades, we have been the supplier of choice for  
Architects, Developers, Builders and Designers.  

 
In addition to our extensive product range, we also provide a full range of services tailored to the  

Construction, Building and Design Industry. Arrange an appointment to visit one of our state-of-the-art 
‘Trade Only’ Selection Centres today to experience the latest range of products we have on offer.

 
Call (07) 3297 3700 or visit www.hncqld.com

GOL D COAST •  SUNSHI NE COAST •  TOWNSVI LLE

STONE | MERIT STONE

Merit Stone specialises in the design and supply of  premium 
quality imported natural stone products, with factories and 
quarries in both Europe and Asia. 

The company have become a market leader in the Australian natural 
stone industry and are dedicated to providing the best quality refined 
stone for their customers. 

Natural stone is a fully natural material which creates a fraction of  
carbon dioxide emissions compared to other building materials and 
requires very little maintenance. In addition to these sustainability 
benefits, Merit Stone have also implemented technology to reduce the 
impact of  their quarries on the surrounding environment and wildlife. 

Merit Stone caters for both residential and commercial projects.  
They have established a track record of  success on projects large 
and small in metropolitan Melbourne and can also supply to regional 
Victoria and interstate depending on demand. 

Merit Stone offers a carefully curated collection of  materials, colours 
and products with stock holdings exceeding 50,000m2 on two continents 
and the ability to customise their products to suit any requirements. 

Merit Stone’s inhouse design experts are able to work with clients to 
transform their unique designs into reality, with the ability to provide 
a comprehensive and professional ongoing service including licenced 
tilers, stonemasons and stone repairs. 

Since commencing operations in the Asian market in 2000, Merit 
Stone has built a strong reputation for supplying the highest quality 
top-grade stone. In order to maintain customer satisfaction they never 
compromise on product quality. 

The future is bright for Merit Stone with their new headquarters 
set to open in Hallam, Victoria this year. The new headquarters 
showcase stone at its greatest potential, demonstrating Merit Stone’s 
commitment to quality and beauty. 

With one-stop solutions that are hassle-free, all you need for your 
project is a Merit Stone. 

For more information contact Merit Stone, 458 High Street, Prahran 
VIC 3181, phone 03 9013 9396, email info@meritstone.com.au, 
website www.meritstone.com.au

THE BEAUTY OF STONE
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SURFACE WATER DRAINAGE | RELN

Storm Drain Pro is the newest addition to RELN’s surface water 
drainage range.

It is an injection moulded polymer surface water drainage channel, 
of  internal dimensions 150mm wide by 150mm deep, and external 
dimensions of  202mm wide by 205mm deep. 

Featuring a large 150mm profile and two grates to choose from,  
Storm Drain Pro effectively collects and distributes high levels of  
surface water. The grates comply with Australian Standards AS3996 
and is available in Galvanised Class B and Heel Guard Grate. 

Its new galvanised steel edge rails are rated to light commercial 
traffic, so it is the perfect solution for domestic and light commercial 
applications. It is also available in convenient, manageable 1m lengths, 
with an iconic criss-cross design and anti-flotation feet for easy 
installation. 

If  required, channels can be cut with a jigsaw or hacksaw to suit 
your application. There are no additional fittings required, as change 
of  direction can be made by cutting out the side of  the channel and 
connecting it at the integral side flange. 

The channel has a tongue and groove assembly joint for each end with 
side clips to hold the channel firmly connected, eliminating the need 
for joiners. 

Outlet of  collected water is via the connection to PVC pipe through 
a multi size bottom outlet socket. For added security and anti-tamper, 
the grates also have locking bars available. 

Storm Drain Pro is the complete surface water drainage system, 
whether it be for domestic or light commercial applications, the range 
is easy to install for your next project.

For more information contact Reln, 14B Williamson Road, Ingleburn 
NSW 2565, phone 02 9765 7355, email sales@reln.com.au, website 
www.reln.com.au

SERIOUS ABOUT DRAINAGE

Established in 2009, Silver Trading 
Timber Flooring has provided quality 
flooring and carpet to Sydney 
households and businesses for  
over a decade. 

Along with fast and professional 
installation from our highly 
experienced team, we help you  
with your flooring solutions from 
start to finish.

Our products include both 
commercial and residential carpet 
as well as hard flooring products 
(Hybrid, Engineered Timber, 
Laminate and Solid Timber flooring).

Get in Touch
02 9648 2826
sales@silvertradingtimberflooring.com.au

Your Local Flooring Specialist

02 9648 2826

www.silvertradingtimberflooring.com.au
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